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South India and its cultures is enriched with unique colours. Each and every experience of these
cultural colours are amazing! When it comes to tours and trips. Houseboat in Kerala is part of the
unique culture and history of the South India. Earlier Kerala Houseboats were know as
Kettuvalloms. It is derived from two words Kethu means 'tie' and vallom means country boat. In
ancient times, these boat housed were used to carry Kuttanad to Kochi Port. It is considered as
convenient mode of transportation. Later on, its popularity enters into a advanced function, as major
tourism attractions called â€œKerala Houseboats Tourâ€•.

For anyone tourist, Kerala Houseboats Tour it is a feeling like having a wonderful stay at traditional
ship or a cruise in the water-bodies in the greenish state Kerala. As the popularity of houseboats
tours in Kerala is increasing, there are varieties in these houseboat. It varies from size and carter of
the boat as per the different needs of tourists or people. All the houseboat endowed with the all the
advanced facilities and requirements of visitors. These imperial boats provides flawless services.
One must take a tour to Kerala to get this beautiful experience of the Kerala Houseboats Towers.

These houseboats are made of natural materials. It is true that in present time also, this traditional
houseboats in Kerala is made of natural materials, even a single nail or any screw is not used in its
construction. While taking this tour, one can get the pure feelings of surrounded the most eco-
friendly, peaceful, and adorn of Kerala Culture. The views of water lilies, Chinese fishing nets,
immaculate temples, rich green coconut and its tree, will en-light a charm of freshness and
relaxation in the mind. There are many facilities available on the boat, like sitting area, AC,
arrangements of interesting indoor game activities, TV & DVD with neatness and well furnished
rooms. It is an record, and majority one will find many small groups of friends, tourists and
honeymoon couple. This houseboat tour is for two or more days.

Alleppey and Kumarakom are the best places to enjoy the Kerala Houseboat tours. In addition to
that Cochin, Kollam, Kasargod and Kuttanad some other picturesque backward places. These
places are glorified with ample of elegance. It provide an excellent thought to discover the most
alluring things over water-bodies. A trip to Kerala is like gathering and hugging with the arms of
nature and greenery. Hence, one must have this beautiful experience in addition of others in their
life.

It is very easy to book this package of boat house tours with all the care and facilities. It is assure by
the tour operators for the, security, relaxation and comfortable tours, as they provided complete
services. Often these kind of houseboat tour packages included bit touching of hill station, to give it
proper vacation enjoyment feel. People get good quality time to spend with their loved-ones at such
romantic and beautiful destinations.
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Daniel John - About Author:
Keralatourco.com - Offers Best a Kerala Houseboat Tours Packages - Find Cheap Houseboat tours
and cruises in the a Kerala backwaters Tour of Alleppey and Kumarkom on Lake Vembanad. For
more information plese visit:- a http://www.keralatoursco.com
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